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The BlackBerry Torch 9800 is the first one from BlackBerry that comes with a touch screen and has
a slide out keyboard. The mobile runs on the latest BlackBerry 6 operating system and is a powerful
mobile that can be trusted with. it has been presented with a unique form factor and boasts of its
new technology Surepress. The mobile has been introduced as the new mobile with faster web
browsing, finger friendly interface and great experience. The excellent feature is the universal
search feature that has been newly added to the mobile. The BlackBerry mobile price can be an
added surprise as it is quite affordable.

The design is excellent and comes with a slider form with a touch screen and is a capacitive touch
screen. There is also a QWERTY keypad with well spaced keys like the typical BlackBerry. The
screen is 3.2 inches and is TFT that displays 16 million colors. The resolutions pixels found in the
mobile are 360 x 480 pixels. It comes with the optical trackpad and has been integrated with multi
touch input method. The sensors built â€“in are the proximity sensor for the auto turn off and the light
sensor. There are many other display features that have made the Torch 9800 a very attractive
mobile. This is a compact mobile with 111 x 62 x 14.6 mm dimensions and the weight is 161.1
grams. It is a neatly designed phone with not many keys on the front but has it all on the slider.

The BlackBerry Torch 9800 price is quite competitive and if you compare it to other mobiles in this
segment you will find it affordable. The social network users are going to love the mobile for its
facilities like the FaceBook, MySpace and Twitter. Updating is easy and web browsing is a totally
different experience. It also has the famous push email as well. The camera integrated is 5 mega
pixels and comes with autofocus, LED flash, 2 x digital zoom, geo tagging, continuous auto focus
and the image stabilization all enhance your images and you can share them with others as well.
Facilities like the video, video recording and the video player are also included in the mobile.

The music feature is too good. It supports various music formats like the MP3, AMR-NB, AAC-LC
AAC+ WMA, WMV and many more. You also get the 3.5 mm audio jack.

The BlackBerry torch 9800 price in India is Rs. 21,999 approximately.
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